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Awad, H. (2012). The legal status of women in Egypt: Reform and social inertia \\ modern 

Egypt. - 2012, No. 10. 

Notwithstanding the undisputable traditional Islam strength today both as champion of judicial 

and legislative authority and as a religion, numerous legal reforms have been established in the 

countries. The author addresses the social status of the women before the reforms and it is 

evident that before the reforms it was a hard for a woman to get a job outside his country. 

Furthermore women were referred to as mistress of the houses. Also women were recognized by 

giving the name and titles of their fathers or husband because it is where they attained their 

social status. The legislature of the country banned their idea of early marriage. Early marriages 

saw young women betrothed to men even without their approval of their parents. In other words 

the law reformation in Egypt was looking to recognize the rights of women. Awad also notes that 

the rise of Nasser to power was a key game changer as it granted women full political rights. 

Furthermore during the reign of Nasser education was introduced to accommodate both boys and 

girls. However the challenges noted in the article when championing for women equality was 

that there was shortage of teachers and lack of facilities. 

Baron, B. (2007). Egypt as a woman: Nationalism, gender, and politics. University of California 

Press. 

This innovative and traditionally rich novel looks at the gender influence in modelling the 

Egyptian country century through the revolution of 1919 and into the 1940s from the nineteenth. 

As a woman in Egypt, Beth Baron shares her description keen on two constituents: the major 

examines the gendered verbal and nation images, and the second deliberates the women 

nationalists’ political activities. She displays that, although women were basically omitted from 

participating in the nation activities, the nationalism visual imagery was supplied with feminine 
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facts. Baron contrasts the family idealization and the female in autonomist oratory with 

alterations in top families and the effort of females’ advocates endeavoring for state liberation. 

Dodson, A. (2020). Nefertiti, Queen and pharaoh of Egypt: Her life and afterlife. 

Nefertiti is a phenomenal name in ancient Egypt and it is one of the best recognized facts that has 

represented antiquity. Nonetheless the book looks to address and bring back the history of this 

woman this is because she was written out of history. The book figures out the best way to 

reconstruct the life of the Nefertiti and this would be significant by tracing the image of her life 

back to the her image in the first tentative wake and then taking a look forward to the future 

beyond. 

Priest, C. D., & Harris, A. A. (2015). Hatshepsut: Sister Queen, sister pharaoh. CreateSpace. 

Hatshepsut, as an ancient book, highlights the Princess of the Eighteenth Dynasty in Egypt life 

and struggles. She uses her shrewd and intellect to maneuver in a world dominated by male 

figures. Her analysis and power understanding and her arrangements to get it helped her to 

become the greatest female Queen in the history of Egypt. This novelist is certain of her to be the 

duchess who sketched the Prophet Moses from the Nile River. The latest findings in Egypt of the 

Pharaohs tombs may soon reveal the history of this fascinating woman. The novel describes that 

it is possible for a woman to get a chance in every society and it illustrates that women equality 

is within the horizon and it looks to encourage women to take chances an embrace the challenges 

within the society. 

Sabbahy, L. K. (2022). Daily life of women in ancient Egypt. ABC-CLIO. 

This novel centers on the women in ancient Egypt life while and it also showcases the numerous 

information of the ancient Egyptians generally. The book highlights the great times of pharaonic 
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civilization. The author looks to narrate the daily life by giving an overview of the arts, religion, 

language and foods among other vital aspect that could help explain the life of women in Ancient 

Egypt. Nonetheless the author also outlines the general life of the ancient Egyptians in other 

chapters of the book and this could be a major limitation in her bid to showcase how life could 

have been for women. Royal women are described in the first chapter of the book and it 

distinguishes them since they portray a difference from the other ordinary women. Women 

would typically do house chores. In most instances they prepared food and conducted chores 

around home. Poor women would help their husbands at the fields and the royal and wealthier 

women had lots of privileges by having their business or managing the workers or servants. 

Women in ancient Egypt were equals of men in every aspect however the area that distinguished 

them was the occupation. 

Spencer, S. (2016). Daughters of the Nile: Egyptian women changing their world. Cambridge 

Scholars Publishing. 

The Ancient Egypt history is distinguished by attractive queens portrayed as equals to the males 

with each having a different role in the society. The book looks to address the stereotype that 

women are uncivilized and uneducated. It also looks to address the issue of male chauvinism hat 

has always a dominant figure in Egypt. The book focuses to showcase the Egyptian women that 

the media has looked down upon and ignored them. Spencer looks to provide positive role model 

for the women new generations in Egypt and provide enthusiasm for this women to set goals 

notwithstanding the obstacles that they could face and show them that they have a chance in life 

and show them that no human is limited. 

Stent, S. (2020). Women surrealists and Egyptian mythology: Sphinxes, animals and magic. 

Ancient Egypt in the Modern Imagination. https://doi.org/10.5040/9781788319164.ch-013 
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This book address the Ancient Egypt representation in the modern imagination and it breaks 

down the disciplinary interlink between different fields such as fashion, Archeology, Film, art 

history among others that have helped comprehend understanding of the cultures in Ancient 

Egypt that stretches from the ancient period of eighteenth century to the present era and it 

emphasizes on the variety of meanings of Ancient Egypt to the modern people. The book also 

covers three major themes and it transgresses the idea of diversity since it showcases the ancient 

Egypt and gendered power connections and this has been critical in evaluating the major themes 

of the book. 

 


